BREATHING
IS BELIEVING
PURITII® MULTI-EFFECT
AIR PURIFIER
From your home to your office, keep your spaces protected from every angle with the
360-degree Puritii® Multi-Effect Air Purifier — designed to improve your air quality
with the most advanced purification technology available. This sleek yet functional
filtration system combats air pollutants while removing up to 99.99% of microbes,
plus more than 99.99% of ultrafine airborne particulate matter measuring less than
2.5 micrometers and from 0.1-.03 microns. It can also significantly reduce harmful
pollutants such as emerging contaminants, chemicals, allergens, VOCs and more.
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INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY
The Puritii Multi-Effect Air Purifier is smart enough
to monitor your air quality in real time and make
adjustments to the filtration level. The remote control
and touch screen control panel make it easy for you to
customize your air filtration, including cleaning and filter
replacement, on-off settings and speed controls.
DUST

ODORS

WIDE-RANGE FILTRATION
This sleek machine packs a ton of power, purifying up to
426.9 cubic feet per minute. One unit can successfully
filter the air within a space that’s as big as a tennis
court! By utilizing a circular, multi-stage filter, made
from a combination of metal and polymer meshes,
activated carbon, H13 HEPA filter and zeolite, the Puritii
Multi-Effect Air Purifier provides 360 degrees of fresh
and clean air.

TURN THE NEGATIVES INTO POSITIVES
At any given moment, there are a number of microscopic pollutants swirling around in the air you breathe,
especially when spending time indoors. Your home, office, gym, classroom or virtually any indoor space can be
circulating air that’s up to five times more contaminated than the air outside*. That’s where the Puritii Multi-Effect
Air Purifier comes in, utilizing innovative technology to pull in the pollutants and put out only clean, purified air.
When you choose the Puritii Multi-Effect Air Purifier, you can feel confident knowing you’re improving your
everyday air quality by removing indoor pollutants like carbon monoxide, pollen, mold, dust mites, volatile
organic compounds and other chemicals that can contribute to many health concerns*. There’s even a Negative
Ions Mode that releases millions of beneficial molecules into the air — 2.36x107 ions/cm3 to be exact. But don’t
let the name fool you: Negative ions actually have a positive impact on the air you breathe!

VERSATILE DESIGN
The Puritii Multi-Effect Air Purifier was designed with you and
your family in mind. Some filters catch pet dander, hair and
dust, while others eliminate chemicals and odors … but this
one does it all! It’s also safe enough to be used around the
tiniest members of your home, four-legged friends included!
With an added child lock feature, your filtration settings can
stay secure even near the most curious toddlers.

ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY
1. AI Mode: Adjust the speed automatically based on the
air quality
2. 6 Manual Speed Options: From Sleep Mode (lowest) to
Ultra-Speed Mode (highest)
3. Ultra-Speed Mode: Highest power option
4. Timer: Set from 1 hour up to 24 hours
5. Child Lock: Keep your settings secure
6. Filter Replacement Reminder and Reset: Icons indicate
when replacement is needed
7. Sleep Mode: Lowest power option
8. Negative Ion Mode: Releases negative ions into the air for
improved benefits
9. PM2.5 Digital Display: Shows current amount of PM2.5
in the air
10. TVOC (Total Volatile Organic Compounds) Display: 5-level
bar indicator visually depicts any VOCs in the air
11. Temperature and Humidity Display: Real-time stats
12. Remote Control: Convenient access
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*U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT DOES PURITII REMOVE FROM THE AIR?
Puritii removes all three pollutant categories with up to
99.99% efficiency, including:
•

Ultrafine particulates which are less than 0.1 microns,
including cigarette smoke, pollen, dust and dust mite
residue, and pet dander.

•

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from smoke, odors,
exhausts, fumes and chemicals.

•

Airborne bacteria, mold, fungi and viruses.

HOW BIG IS THE PURITII MULTI-EFFECT AIR
PURIFIER?
Each unit weighs approximately 39 pounds and measures
15.75 x 16.14 x 34.25 inches (40 x 41 x 87 cm), similar in
size to R2D2.
HOW MUCH SPACE CAN THE PURITII MULTIEFFECT AIR PURIFIER CLEAN?
The amount of space the system cleans and the rate at
which it cleans depends on the setting you choose (six fan
speed options). When utilizing the highest filtration mode,
the Puritii Multi-Effect Air Purifier can clean up to 426.9
cubic feet per minute.
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HOW OFTEN DOES THE FILTER NEED TO BE
REPLACED?
About every three months, a light on the control panel and
a soft beeping alarm will alert you that it is time to check
the filters inside. Depending on the quality of your air and
the frequency of use, however, you may not need to replace
the filter at that time. Take the time to inspect both the
pre-filter and the main filter for visible signs of pollution
accumulation. The pre-filter can be rinsed or vacuumed
and re-used. If the main filter is dirty, dispose of it with your
regular trash and replace with a new one.
Even if the main filter looks clean, we recommend replacing
it every 6–12 months. Though not visible to the naked eye,
the VOC removal stage can become saturated, after which
the filter will be less effective at removing these pollutants.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
HOW MUCH WILL IT COST TO RUN THE PURITII
MULTI-EFFECT AIR PURIFIER?

WHY IS MY AIR QUALITY NOT SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPROVING?

The Puritii Multi-Effect Air Purifier is extremely energy
efficient. Utility costs vary by location, but using the U.S.
national average utility rate of $0.12/kWh, if the machine
runs for 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, you will only
pay approximately $84.31 USD/year when using the highest
setting (80.2 Watts). Keep in mind, you definitely don’t
need to keep it running all day and all night — you’ll
experience the benefits even with intermittent use!

There could be a few reasons including:

CAN I USE PRIIME ESSENTIAL OILS® WITH THE
PURITII MULTI-EFFECT AIR PURIFIER?
When Priime Essential Oils are diffused, they are turned
into tiny droplets that float in the air, making it possible to
smell them when you inhale. These droplets will be filtered
out of the air when they pass through the highly efficient
filters of the Puritii Multi-Effect Air Purifier. To maintain the
aroma of Priime Essential Oils, you can:
1.

Place your Priime diffuser on top of the system.
Because the top of the system blows clean air,
you will better circulate and distribute your oils
throughout the room.

2. Place your Priime diffuser on the opposite side of
the room from the unit. Since the Puritii Multi-Effect
Air Purifier takes time to fully clean a room, a Priime
diffuser on the opposite side of the room will disburse
oil evenly in the air while the system filters the air on
the opposite side.
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1.

The filter is incorrectly installed.

2. The filter requires a replacement.
3. The unit is placed in a corner or blocked area.
4. The unit is in sleep mode.
CAN I SELL THE PURITII MULTI-EFFECT AIR
PURIFIER TO HOSPITALS AND CLINICS? IS IT
MEDICAL GRADE?
The Puritii Multi-Effect Air Purifier can be sold to clinics,
retirement homes, veterinary institutions and any other
medically oriented institution based on the institutions’
individual regulations. The system has been thoroughly
tested to remove more than 99.99% of fine particles and up
to 99.99% of VOCs like aldehydes and benzenes, making it
a necessary addition to every clinic, office, classroom, nail
salon, gym, restaurant, etc., but especially every home.

